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Let’s Talk

Well noted for countless music creations, whether singing, recording, performing, writing, producing or engaging in
music video collaborations...the insatiable R&B pioneer @WhoIsDenisia elates in upcoming performance in conjunction
with the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival on Sunday, April 30th at 12:30pm on the Congo Square Stage. The singer
evokes stellar, nevertheless-outlandish stage presence ejecting styles ranging in R&B and often times bounce. Known
for original favorites like "Heart and My Head," "Something for Nothing," as well as explosive notoriety stemming from
her unique ability to reinvent sounds of timeless pieces such as "Hello" by Adele and "O'Holy Night." Denisia has
strategically positioned herself within a team of industry professionals and devoted colleagues in an undying effort to
indulge in her passion for music and entertainment. Collaborations and affiliations with industry greats such as Tamar
Braxton, Big Choo, HaSizzle and other have opened an opportunity for continued growth. The latest video production
series entitled
"The Morning Beat" is one that @WhoIsDenisia along with @HaSizzleTheVoice delivers daily via social
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
media. For press and media interviews or for additional information, please contact Industry Exxposed Public Relations
at 1-844-439-9767 or via email at IndustryExxposedPublicRelation@gmail.com

Concert promoters & gigging

THE PROMOTER…

THE TALENT...

Using a very realistic approach, let’s be mindful that
every talent sets a similar
goal of ultimately securing
gigs. That’s predominantly the
reason for creating and producing the art of music. Gigging and getting paid to do so
is a number goal for any and
everyone who seeks this as a
career—regardless of what
level.

Artists and bands on the other hand
often approach booking gigs in a totally opposite manner. If they believe
their music is hot, then they should
be booked and not questioned.

When approaching clubs and
promoters; it’ll interest you to
know that there are a few
qualities in particular that
they’re looking prior to considering booking you for a show.
Those things in particular are
popularity, a hardcore fan
base, and lots of followers to
back up each of those theories. The harsh reality is this;
promoters and clubs want to
get paid. That is their main
goal. They are not really into
the artists as much as they
want to accrue revenue. If
you look at it from their perspective, it’ll be easy for you
to understand the process.
In a nutshell, when you or
your representative contact a
club owner or venue, some of
the first things they will go
looking for relating to the talent; your social media fan
base, Google search engines,
worldwide music distributions,
professional websites and
your history of live performances. There are several
resources; these are common.

Contrary to what some might believe, that notion is utterly ridiculous
and severely untrue. Yes your craft
is to be acknowledged and celebrated. However, this is a business—not
a charity. If your music is as hot as
you believe it is, then your fan base
should be equally as hot and on fire.
You should have people following
you everywhere you go. Most of all
to clubs and concerts you perform
at. Ask yourself, “would my fans pay
to come see me perform?” If the answer is no...then you’re not hot yet.
Meaning...if at least 100 people—
different people, wouldn’t pay to
come see you perform in various cities or states, promoters won’t pay
you simply because they wouldn’t
make their money back. Even in a
case where you don’t mind performing for free; again...the promoter is
trying to make money, that means
drink sales from a crowded audience. Therefore if you can’t draw a
crowd, he can’t draw money.
Let’s talk about a way to gain a
strong and loyal fan base. It’s often
referred to as “marrying the fan.”
Start by engaging with your social
media followers. Get really involved
with them. Maintain a clean, consistent and good presence on social
media as you continue adding more
loyal fans. If you stop loving them,
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
they’ll stop loving you!
CoCo Wade, Industry Exxposed PR

Exxpose Magazine is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis based on the profound exploration
of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant voice and a
networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless opportunities.
Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and by contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it’s affiliates has served as a vehicle to success for many legendary and thriving entertainers as
well. In this issue we pay homage to festival season and the renowned Mardi Gras Indian culture. Claiming the
cover is Big Chief Juan Pardo of the Golden Comanche Mardi Indian tribe.
Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors, models and moguls
— soaring to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the nation’s expectations. Exxpose
Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge and surreal testimonials, real life stories as we highlight
feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find inspirational experiences, a wealth of
knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we’d like to thank everyone for the continued support of Exxpose Magazine.
See you in the spot light!
Founder/Editor-in-Chief
Shantrell “CoCo” Wade
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There is actually a science to the madness. Musicians, recording artists and record label execs are often trying to uncover ways to get on festival stages. As with anything else, there is protocol to follow.
Keeping in mind, that you or your artist are not the only talents who desire to perform on the big stage.
The problem is...festival promoters receive upwards of 2,000 artist submissions annually. In most cases
there are only 75 to 100 performance spots available. So, it like a needle in a hay stack.
My advice would be to properly package yourself or your artist with an awesome presentation. Materials
and content such as an EPK, Bio, Press Release, etc. These are the things that can help an artist stand
out amongst competition. The leading tool would be great talent and stellar music. Think about the 30
second rule. If you music doesn’t capture their attention within the first 30 seconds—you may want to
start over or pick another song. Ultimately, with the right team of professionals by your side, a great talent/artist, proper package and a hot image...you’re sure to get results sooner than you think. Don’t be
afraid to invest in obtaining the materials you need to get the look you want. Because before you compare yourselves to other leading artists in the industry...don’t forget to look at everything they are doing.
Particularly their presentation. They probably got where they are because they did what they did...if you
catch my drift. Even though artists are making moves, that doesn’t mean they started the race when
you did. They might have several years of a head start, which might have also included head aches and
upsets for them as well. Stay focused on what YOU need to be doing in order to gain success! Because
if you are great at what you do...and if you do it well. You are destined to win!
Boy Wonders Records is an independent record label founded by music mogul and singer Eric Nolan Grant. The
insatiable Eric Nolan Grant is well noted for his stellar performances. He is recognizably one third of the O’Jays
legendary singing group. Since his recent debut of independent works; simultaneous to his continuing tenure with
the touring band—Eric Nolan has released several singles as an introduction to his forthcoming album. Some of
which includes “Reminds Me,” “Cologne,” “Mood Swing’ and the most recent compilation “On My Way.”
Easy listening, sensual and smooth are much like the contemporary sounds which describes Eric’s compositions
and creative works. Listeners rave about the fact that his music is mesmerizing. An experience with Eric Nolan
Grant on your radio dial or live in concert is one sets the tome for one of the most memorable moments in music
today. In a lane of his own, Eric Nolan’s uniqueness establishes a level of trending, yet timeless pieces. The
music mogul has been fortunate to develop independent music projects while exhibiting ever more of his sultry
sounds as to share with loyal fans and listeners worldwide. Indebted to keeping music alive and passionate
about it’s culture; Eric is only interested in creating soulful evolutions of music at it’s finest.

Festival promoters also establish time sensitive deadlines. If you are planning to participate in a
stage performance at a festival you will need to submit by their deadline in order to be consider
amongst many other applicants. It’s quite simple really. The biggest thing is having the materials
and content necessary to fit the standard. But, once you do—submit yourself or your artists and
await a follow-up from the promoters. Generally, if you don’t hear back—that means you weren’t accepted. But keep trying, they just might be keeping your information and submission on file. In
the past, we have gotten last minute call from promoters indicating that a spot has opened up
within days or weeks of the event. There are times when other talents might cancel. This may
be your gate way in...the good thing is if you do well the first time, you’ll more than likely be
invited back again. Because seemingly, once you’re in...you’re in!
CoCo Wade,
Industry Exxposed/Your Publicist Knows

Available on iTunes, Amazon, Heart & Soul, SirusXM Satelite Radio and 107.3 The Wave. Also, check out the
latest #OMW line dance on YouTube.
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Charity Benefit Concert
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Exxpose Magazine ‘s

Small World Studio

Small World Studio
Producers Corner by: Felton Langlois
Hello readers,
Have you ever wondered how to record a live band from your own garage? Here are a
few tips that will make it possible.

Charity Benefit Concert

First of all, when recording in an open space, the most annoying instruments are the
drums and guitar amps. In order to avoid sounds bleeding into the other tracks from
the drum, simply align baffles around the drummer. This will isolate the drums. Be
sure to place the guitar amp in another room.
I would also place the guitar amps inside an isolation box so that outside sounds won’t
bleed into the guitar mics. The bass and other instruments such as keyboards are recorded direct so that those signals are clean. Since there aren't any amps in the room,
there won’t be any other instruments bleeding into the drum mics.
In order to monitor each other, the band will be wearing head phones. If possible,
place foam in as many places as needed on the walls to avoid sound reflection. If vocals are recorded at the same time; try to place the singer in a separate room. If that's
not possible, use a mic such as the shure sm7B and a portable vocal booth. This mic is
great at blocking out sounds that are not projected directly into it.
I hope these tips will help you. If you have any questions drop me a line via email at
smallworldstudiola@gmail.com
Keep recording
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Let’s Talk
YOUR NETWORK

YOUR NET WORTH

The saying is true in numbers
and in theory. Your network is
your net worth. If you find
yourself often times broke, it
might be because you are
within a network of broke individuals. If you desire to have
money, then attempt to surround yourself as such. Here’s
a tip...Proper positioning is
something you should always
remember. Make certain to
surround
yourself
around
money; around like minded
people.

At some point, you career goals and
your financial goals might conflict.
This is the part where you will begin
to use your network in order to benefit your net worth. Start by finding
ways to partner or collaborate with
experts and mentors that inspire
you. No one will be quick to shell out
cash to a struggling business.

Take time to build a great network. Be tasteful though because if your attitude sucks,
people will run from you as
opposed to gravitate to you.
You should make plans to network at least five hours per
week by doing participating in
social events, social media,
etc. If you’re genuine, you’ll
run across other genuine individuals.

www.ExxposeMagazine.net

how to attract SUCCESS

Networking is a job in and of
itself. The interesting thing
about it is that, once you gain
new relations, you then have
to maintain keeping them. “To
much is gained...much is required.” So, yes...you will have
to remember those relationships have to be nurtured. As
quick as your new friends
come, they’ll go. Remember
“out of sight, out of mind.”

Keep in mind that these new friends
you have are “business” friends and
colleagues—so they will always look
at the business side of things first. If
you wish to have either them or their
money involved with you; you'll have
to be in a position to offer them
something in return. What that
something is...you’ll have to figure
that out. You can gain ideas by
perhaps hiring a publicist.
Think of it from their perspective,
“if it don’t make dollars, it don’t make
since.” Now, with that in mind...go to
the drawing board and put your plan
into action. Start by contact Industry
Exxposed Public Relations “success
coaching” division so that you too,
can elevate your business by learning how to “Manifest Your Dreams.”
Let us help you to build your brand.
For more information about HOW
TO ATTRACT SUCCESS...visit us
via our website online and request
your free consultation today! Log onto www.YourPublicistKnows.com
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Start Benefiting from your PR relationship

Got Questions?
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Elaborating on who he is,
up close and personal as
Exxpose Magazine digs into
surreal truths as to enlighten readers that like most
entrepreneurs and talents,
there lies a profession and
perhaps a level of expertise
in addition to the explosive
talents one has been
graced with. For Juan Pardo—it’s the wine industry.
As career driven individual,
he contributes to the entertainment industry in more
facets than one; generally
speaking it easily equates
to specializing in spirits. Undoubtedly kicking off parties
everywhere as a result of
the day job and turning up
by night while masking with
the
Golden
Comanche
Mardi Gras Indians.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Big Chief shares that often
times he ends up performing
at events where libations have
been sold to venues he and
the tribe frequents.
History with the Indian culture
stems from the fact that his
elder brother Wallace Pardo
passed down the tradition.
During the time when Juan
Pardo was inspired by his
brother, he became Spy Boy
on his brother’s behalf. Ultimately becoming war chief as
time progressed and eventually becoming first chief; now
big chief. Masking since 2004
when the tribe started assembling he’s learned a lot to be
able to pass on to his tribe.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Often referred to as the
man, the myth, the legend.
Indulging as a family, man,
married with three kids; he
enjoys the family life .

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In his favorite place to vibe
at; Small World Studio in
New Orleans, the pioneering big chief Juan Pardo
pours out surreal truths
about his plight and journey
to success. Speaking in
great detail about everything the Mardi Gras Indian
culture stands for, Juan
Pardo introduces himself to
Exxpose Magazine’s CoCo
Wade.

This covers everything from
knowing the dialect we speak.
It’s my job to be able to educate the tribe on the lingo and
language most used. The
way we sew, each design,
how to bead, how to create
and innovate ideas and my
personal favorite is the singing. Exhibiting an amazing job
in carrying the legacy as he
brother foreseen trait in his
capability which enable him to
entrust the now big chief Juan
Pardo. There is often times a
misconceptions as to our armor. “We wear suits, not costumes.” The difference is this;
Halloween costumes are
looks a person puts on to immolate something that does
not part-take in their lives.
Where as within the Mardi
Indian culture, like warriors a
soldier prepares his armor for
battle. For example, a knight
puts on his armor, not a costume. For this reason, we refer to our Indian suits as suits
as opposed to costumes. To
understand the culture is to
come out and spend time with
the chiefs and tribes as to get
up close and personal while
going beyond measure to
learn either hands-on or by
doing the research. One does
not wish to expose intricate
details of the make up and
happening of Indian tribes as
the honor and privilege
comes from direct presence
and authenticity.

Got Questions?
One thin g we know for sure is
that there is a tremendous
amount of family value and
tradition within the Mardi Gras
Indian culture. Juan Pardo’s
brother Wallace was originally
a Spy Boy for the Golden
Aarow Tribe with chief Eugene
Esteben. Before long, he too
became chief. Undoubtedly
this tradition was passed on to
Juan Pardo. Being a Mardi
Gras Indian chief is surely an
everyday thing simply because it’s not just a pageantry
thing that people see in the
streets. The role of the big
chief is also to be an advisor.
It’s also my job to have the
knowledge to pass on to other
members of the tribe as well
as new incoming members.
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Like many entertainment industry greats, big chief Juan Pardo
exhibits excellence by gaining
knowledge and surrounding himself with like-minded individuals.
Whether hand picking the most
fitting and deeming Indian tribe
members or the very best professional relationships to enhance his vision and craft; he
does what winners do...align
with the best of the best.
Grateful for the opportunity to
feature and cover Exxpose Magazine’s festival edition; big chief
Juan Pardo spoke of his first encounter with the publication during an annual holiday and yearend spectacular where he exclaims the gifts were great. Exhibiting grace in the manner than
he finds that the Exxpose movement is one he knew he wanted
to be a part of. Big chief expresses that he’ has had fun being a part of the Exxpose family
stemming from photo shoots to
working with the team.
A meek and humble connection
with owner and senior engineer
Felton Langlois of Small World
Studio bridged the gap between
two worlds as Exxpose Magazine was introduced to Golden
Comanche big chief Juan Pardo.
Timing played a big part of the
connection. Having worked with
Small World Studio and Felton
for over eleven years, big chief
always knew that the next big
move would be made at this
very studio as it came soon
after. The opportunity has arrived for them to make magic.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Inevitably, a longtime working relationship with Felton Langlois prompted the recording of a unique project
entitled “Voices of a Nation.” It derived from the gathering of four big chiefs from in an around New Orleans
including Ninth Ward Hunters, Monogram, Wild Mohegan’s and of course Golden Comanche.
Amidst all things great, patrons and festival goers can catch big chief up close and personal at several spectacular upcoming events. Next up is the world famous New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival where you
frequent big chief Juan Pardo making surprise appearances on the Acura Stage, Jazz stage as well on the
Heritage Stage where he will be closing on May 7th as an official part of what they refer to as “the closers
family. Additionally, the Bayou Boogaloo Festival is unfolding just two shorts weeks after Jazz Fest; he’ll be
performing live.
One of the best and most noteworthy events is a philanthropy effort big chief is set to participate with in support of Exxpose Magazine’s Beating The Odds NOLA charity benefit concert. Big chief Juan Pardo will be
making a special guest appearance on the red carpet in conjunction with featured performances by the legendary Grammy winning R&B vocalist Howard Hewett along with CoCo Wade and New Orleans musician
friends. All of which are coming together collectively in an effort to feed families on the verge of hunger.
For press, media and booking inquires, you may contact big chief via social media using tags such as
JuanPardo, ChiefJuanPardo and GoldenComanche where you can readily view his EPK for tons of Info.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

